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Objective

 To develop a generic system for activity detection based on
a framework of programmable, hierarchical finite state
machines.
 Input: The input is a specification of the various states of the
activities as regions of interest (ROIs), of the activities
themselves as a finite state machine, the homographies of the
cameras as well as the video in which the activities are to be
detected.
 Output: The output is all instances of the specified activities
being performed in the video as well as the person who
performed the activity and the time (frame number) at which
the activity was performed.



Modules

Configure Homography

Mark Regions of Interest (ROIs)

Define Activities

Detect

Recognize

Physical Layer

Individual Activities

Higher Level Activities

Tag Activities



Detection

 OptionI: Haar OpenCV detector (Voila-Jones algorithm)
 OptionII: Dalal-Triggs detector (Histogram of Oriented

Gradients Algorithm)
 Chose haar detector as it was much faster, despite the second one
being slightly more accurate.
 The detector gives bounding rectangles enclosing full bodies of
each person present in a frame.
 The detected images are passed to the recognition module.



Recognition

 Image is converted from RGB space to LAB space.
 L component is ignored to avoid the problem of lighting variation.
 Closeness values of the incoming image from the set of existing
images are computed by taking average of the Bhattacharaya
distance between the A and B components of images.
 Based upon a certain pre-defined threshold value we classify the
given image as a match or not.
 If a match is not found, then we declare that the person is new and
create a new entry in the histogram array.
 In case of a match, we use the degree of closeness to determine
whether or not to update the histogram array corresponding to the
matched person.



Physical Layer

 The recognized person’s image coordinates is converted from
image space to world space using the homography matrix (provided
by the user).
 Corresponding to the field of view of each camera, a set of ROI’s
have been defined (by the user).
 Using the past world coordinates of the recognized person, we
determine whether a person has entered or exited from a ROI.
 The direction of movement of the person is also computed.
 This information is passed onto the FSM layer.



Hierarchical FSM Layer

 The hierarchical FSM is implemented as an extendible 2
dimensional array with one of the dimensions corresponding to the
level number and the other dimension corresponding the number of
an activity at a particular level.
 The specification of an activity is done as a directed graph so that
for each state, we give a list of possible next states from that state. In
addition, we also specify if the given state is a success state or not.
 An additional feature which we have is that we allow a state at
level i to correspond to multiple activities of level i-1.



Hierarchical FSM Layer

 The transitions are first computed for the lower most level activity.
The input we get from the lower level physical layer module is which
ROI a particular person is in currently. Using this, transitions, if any,
can be computed for the lower most level activities. After these
transitions are computed for the higher level activities in increasing
order of level number.
 Successful activity detections are recorded in the form of level
number, activity number within the level, frame number in which the
detection took place and the identity of the person performing the
activity.



Results – Single Camera (1)



Results – Single Camera (1)



Results – Single Camera (2)



Results – Single Camera (2)



Results – Multi Camera



Results – Multi Camera



Conclusion

 The developed system works for around 8-10 people and can
detect simple activities that can be programmed as an FSM.
 The detection and recognition module can be enhanced to
cater to more number of people.
 The hierarchical FSM layer can be replaced by a more
sophisticated Machine Learning layer in order to detect more
complex activities.
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